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MAC-Ed’s award-winning Co-ops101 education program is a must for 
new and tenured employees.  The session describes the history, culture 
and nuances of the cooperative business model.  “Cooperative education is 
relevant to all employees of cooperatives.  Every employee represents the 
cooperative to its members and to the community.  The impression that the 
general public has of the cooperative will be based to a large degree on the 
quality of interaction with cooperative employees.   It is important for every 
employee to know the basic facts about that cooperative, and cooperatives in 
general.” (Bob Cohen)

Led by Dr. Bob Cohen, the session describes the history, culture and 
nuances of the cooperative business model.   Please visit the following link 
for testimonials from past attendees of the class:  http://youtu.be/P_x2-
n8uHU4

MACC Co-ops 101 Workshop Earns ACE Award

The Association of Cooperative Educators (ACE) honored the MACC 
Co-ops 101 program for excellence, in cooperative education.  ACE 
is the international organization reaching across all business sectors 
and national boundaries to enhance ideas, strengthen co-ops, promote 
professionalism and improve public understanding of co-ops. 

Below, please see a schedule of Co-ops101 classes for 2014.  We will be 
adding more classes soon, so be sure to check our website regularly for 
updates at www.macc.coop.  You can register for these classes online, or 
send us an email at knowledge@macc.coop and let us know which Co-
ops101 class you would like to attend, your name and co-op name, address, 
phone and email address.  We will register you for the class and send you an 
invoice. 

2014 MAC-Ed
Co-ops101 Programs

                2014 MAC-ED PROGRAM CALENDAR

Co-ops101 Classes

June 6 E. Lansing, MI  GreenStone Farm Credit 
June 23 Tiffin, OH  Ag Credit 
June 27 Louisville, KY  Farm Credit Mid-America 
August 13 Pigeon, MI  Scheurer Prof. Building.
August 26 Normal, IL  1st Farm Credit Services 
September 18   Louisville, KY  Farm Credit Mid-America
October 14        Wabash, IN  Farm Credit Mid-America 
November 6      Louisville, KY  Farm Credit Mid-America 
      

Past Attendees of MAC-Ed’s Co-ops101 Program



Rod’s Thoughts
Cooperative Principle #4

Autonomy and Independence

At the General Assembly of the International Cooperative Alliance (ICA) held 
in Manchester, England in 1995, the old cooperative principles got a face 
lift. They now rest within “The Statement on the Cooperative Identity”, 
complete with a definition and a values statement. Two of the old principles 
were rolled into one, and two new ones added.

The new fourth principle states: “Cooperatives are autonomous, self-
help organizations controlled by their members. If they enter into 
agreements with other organizations, including governments, or 
raise capital from external sources, they do so on terms that ensure 
democratic control by their members and maintain their cooperative 
autonomy.”  

The new principle is meant to remind all of us that cooperatives are not 
supposed to surrender their fundamental identity in order to get money or 
business partners.

Underlying this thought is the basic concept that cooperatives exist to 
serve the interests and needs of their member-owners. They do not serve 
any ideology whether defined by politics, religion or business theory! The 
cooperative principles outline a basic framework without specifying goals or 
purposes. The main goal of cooperatives, in general, it is to provide goods 
and/or services to the member-owners who participate in it; and to do it in a 
manner consistent with the cooperative principles.

The new definition statement states: “A cooperative is an autonomous 
association of persons united voluntarily to meet their common 
economic, social, and cultural needs and aspirations through a jointly-
owned and democratically-controlled enterprise.” Notably absent from 
the definition is any ideological statement such as “Co-ops must eliminate the 
bosses and pay everyone the same wage” or “Co-ops must maximize profit (or 
reduce costs) for member-owners.”

Members of co-ops may define their organizational goals in any way they 
like (including the above) and set policies aimed at achieving them. The 
fourth principle makes it clear that democratic governance by the members 
is such a fundamental part of cooperatives that it is not to be surrendered 
for any reason, even for business partnerships or capital.  This echoes 
the third principle, member economic participation, which indicates that in 
cooperatives, unlike profit-driven organizations, money does not buy control of 
the business.

As cooperatives grow and expand, values that have guided the co-op 
movement for over 150 years will be critical guideposts. If our organizations 
choose to remain separate, we must respect each other’s autonomy and the 
decisions made by that each group of member-owners. If we someday decide 
to merge, consolidation must be done with respect for the process from all 
parties, including co-ops that choose not to take part in the change.

Around the world, co-ops are seeking ways to capitalize their missions in 
different sectors and at different scales. The equity cooperatives have from 
their member/owners influences their important financial decisions. The bank 
recognizes the equity given by a cooperative’s member/owners as a vote of 
confidence that they are a secure, stable investment. This makes the bank 
assume less risk in lending to them, and helps maintain the control of the 
co-op within its’ member/owners. (excerpts from various cooperative business 
sources)

The Co-ops101 class is the 
foundation to cooperative 
education.     
It is the beginning of a 
educational journey 
explaining why cooperatives 

are such a good business structure. They are good for the owners, good for the 
customers/consumers, and good for the community. 
 
The owners benefit the most from the cooperative model. They are invested in 
a local business with a purpose to serve their needs. This cooperative business 
provides quality products or services from trained staff, whose sole purpose 
is to help these owners be more successful. Certainly, some large member 
owners can seek to purchase products directly from manufacturers, with lower 
product costs. However, there is no one looking out for their best long-term 
interests, as in a cooperative. The benefits of cooperative ownership are to 
collectively market the owners’ product without the threat of being viewed as a 
monopoly. Collectively marketing the owners’ products creates a market power 
that an individual producer can not realize, on their own. Large retailers like to 
find individual producers that will end up taking only their price when there are 
no other markets for their products. This market power is beneficial for both 
small and large producers.  

Owners of a credit union or rural electric cooperative show the power of 
collective strength. As an individual, it would be difficult to meet the regulations 
necessary to conduct business as a financial institution or an electrical supplier. 
Yet, cooperatives do this every day and have a great reputation for fair pricing 
and consistent services for all the owners, large and small. It is a fact that 
cooperatives moderate the prices investor owned business can receive in the 
marketplace. If cooperatives were not in the market, the prices local customers 
pay for their services would be higher. Cooperative business owners, also, 
have the right to elect their representative to the board of directors for their 
cooperative.  

MAC-Ed’s Co-ops101 class is, often, the first exposure to learning about the 
election process for your co-op’s board of directors. This class explains how 
these directors are elected democratically, on a one-member one-vote basis. 
Most investor owned businesses elect their board representatives by voting 
their shares of stock. Therefore, whoever controls the most stock also controls 
the business. 
 
MAC-Ed’s Co-ops101 attendees learn that the share of the owners’ profits are 
distributed on use, not ownership. This is uniquely different than the general 
business community. Our business schools teach about the “Investor Owned 
Business”, where the share of the owners’ profits are distributed according 
to their level of investment.  It is unfortunate that most of these investors are 
not located in the communities served by the business, and don’t know or 
understand the unique needs of the community.

In the last 10 years, MAC-Ed has educated 1,872 Co-ops101 attendees 
through our classes. By the end of 2014, we will have surpassed 2,000 
total attendees for this class. We believe that each of those individuals can 
be a spokesperson within their cooperative, and continue to sell the benefits to 
their members and the community.  

Your investment in MAC-Ed has allowed each of these attendees to better 
understand the unique benefits of the cooperative business model.  MACC is 
grateful for your membership. 


